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Environmental chemicals, the immune system, and predictors of cancer. While the world
thinks about how the immune system can be exploited to beat the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)
pandemic, the Find The Cause Consortium has been thinking about how the immune system
can be harnessed to prevent or intercept environmental chemical-induced breast cancer before
it starts (Figure 1). From the total laboratory shutdown
last spring, the labs are now up to about 80% capacity
as lab personnel become vaccinated. With the
establishment of a new normal in sight, the labs have
returned to long-planned and long-term studies using
multiple models of breast and other cancers and
computational methods to determine the plausibility of:
1) detailing how environmental chemicals contribute to
cancer, 2) identifying cells destined to become
cancerous after environmental carcinogen exposure,
and 3) determining practical methods for enhancing
the immune responses with the goal of intercepting
cancer before it happens, i.e., secondary prevention.
This work has only gained in immediacy as the
number of chemicals registered by the EPA has risen
to 86,557 as of March, 2021.
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component of that tumor microenvironment is
composed of immune cells that have migrated to the
tumor site in the immune system’s attempt to kill the tumor. The level of immune cell infiltration
and the makeup of the types of immune cells in the tumor, to a very large extent, determines

whether the tumor grows, dies or is maintained at an acceptable level. In a recent study
currently under review at the Nucleic Acids Research journal, the Monti lab applied
K2Taxonomer, a computational tool that it recently developed with Find The Cause funding, to
the analysis of the genomes of immune cells infiltrating human breast cancers on a single-cell
basis. This type of analysis of individual cells represents a cutting edge technology in cancer
biology and has the potential to reveal how each immune cell behaves as it respond to the
cancer. The Monti lab analysis defined a dominant set of genes activated by immune cells (T
cells) that is common to multiple immune T cell subsets within the cancer. Importantly, the
expression of this gene set defines a subgroup of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (white blood
cells in the immune system, aka TILs) and is associated with better survival. In essence, these
studies point to what the immune system has to do in order to successfully kill the cancer. Not
only does this allow us to better predict how breast cancer patients will fare after diagnosis, but
also reveals what specific immune programs need to be enhanced to generate a (literally) killer
immune response.
In another study, the
Monti lab applied
another novel
computational tool to
rapidly analyze
commonalities and
differences between
breast cancers from
hundreds of patients
in a publically
available database
located at the National
Cancer Institute and
known as The Cancer
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subtypes (e.g., Luminal A vs. Basal cell cancers). These studies are beginning to reveal which
genes are driving the different breast cancer types. A representation of cancer genes and their
interactions with one another is provided in Figure 2.
Sherr lab. In collaboration with Drs. Meriem Koual and Xavier Coumoul at the University of
Paris and the French National Institute of Health (INSERM) respectively, the Sherr lab published a
manuscript last month demonstrating that even malignant breast cancer cells need help growing
and surviving in what otherwise would be considered a hostile (immune) environment. The
studies show that breast cancer cells, exposed to common environmental chemicals that
activate the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), get a boost from surrounding cells of the fat cell
lineage. Indeed, the data suggest that the ability of fat cells to store high levels of environmental
chemicals contributes to the adverse interactions between fat cells and those cells destined to
become malignant cancerous cells. These studies are related to those of Dr. Monti (above) in

that they illustrate how the local cancer microenvironment contributes to malignant cell growth.
The results also build on previous studies from the Sherr lab that showed, for the first time, that
environmental chemicals can drive breast cells to assume characteristics of breast cancer stem
cells, a cancer cell subtype that is thought to be responsible for cancer metastasis and reemergence after remission. One implication of these studies is that AhR inhibitors, such as
those developed by the Sherr lab, could one day be used to shut down the conversation

between fat lineage cells and malignant cells. The work was published in the leading journal of
the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (Environmental Health Perspectives).
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(Figure 3). In preliminary studies, the lab generated data suggesting that carcinogen-treated
mice in which prophylactic treatment with an AhR inhibitor was begun before overt tumor
formation (at 14 weeks) generated less than half as many tumors as mice not treated with AhR
inhibitor. These results suggest that cancer can be intercepted by blocking the AhR. The lab’s
initial analysis of immune cells that have infiltrated the lungs of mice treated with carcinogen
strongly suggests that preventative treatment with AhR inhibitor significantly increases the
number of cancer-killing immune cells (killer T cells) by greater than 20 fold. While very
preliminary, these studies are encouraging and motivate molecular analysis of markers of
cancer prevention (see below) and further studies in this model of primary, environmental
chemical-induced cancer.
Finally, in a study published in the high-ranking journal, Nature Neuroscience, Dr. Sherr’s
collaborators demonstrated that the AhR plays a key role in the early critical immune responses
to viruses like Zika and Dengue virus. Indeed, the AhR inhibitors developed in the Sherr lab
significantly reduced Zika virus infection in cells in culture and, when given to pregnant Zika
virus-infected mice, blocked Zika-mediated developmental defects seen in pups after birth.

These results open an entirely new window into how this environmental chemical receptor
contributes to immunity in multiple contexts.
Sonenshein Lab. Dr. Sonenshein’s laboratory continues to work on the development of
monoclonal antibodies capable of binding a surface protein on breast cancer cells called “Adam8”. In studies over the last five years the lab has shown that these antibodies are effective at
reducing cancers in mice. In theory, they also could be used to block development of new
(secondary) cancers either after initial cancer treatment or prior to formation of primary tumors.
The lab also has been working with Dr. Monti to determine the feasibility of screening blood for
markers of pre-cancers. They have settled on a type of nucleic acid related to DNA that may
persist in the blood revealing when molecular changes consistent with pre-cancer have
happened. These “microRNAs” are generally associated with gene suppression and may inhibit
expression of genes that control the immune system or that block growth inhibition signals
within malignant cells. The Sonenshein lab is now attempting to purify these microRNAs from
tumor-bearing lung tissue and from the blood of mice treated with environmental carcinogen
(B[a]P) with and without AhR inhibitor in the Sherr lab experiment described above. The goal is
to determine if a profile of microRNA expression in the lung and in blood can be used to mark
an early pre-cancer period. This test could be used to determine when interception, for example
with cancer preventatives like AhR inhibitors or Adam-8-specific antibodies, should begin.
Kuperwasser Lab. In experiments that parallel those described from Dr. Sonenshein’s
laboratory, Dr. Kuperwasser’s lab is purifying DNA from lung and blood samples from the
carcinogen + AhR inhibitor-treated mice described above to determine if DNA from cancer, precancer, or simply environmental chemical-exposed normal tissue bears tell-tale “epigenetic”
marks on DNA that can be used to determine if an individual has been exposed to
environmental chemicals or if changes consistent with pre-cancer have happened. These
studies are based on the emerging field of epigenetics in which environment-induced changes
in DNA structure are shown to be fixed and can be tracked for long periods of time. A long-term
goal of these studies is to determine if epigenetic changes can be used to determine chemical
exposures that may have happened years earlier.
In a second set of experiments related to the immunological work in Dr. Sherr’s lab, Dr.
Kuperwasser’s lab is staining thin sections of environmental chemical-induce cancers to
determine what kinds of immune cells have infiltrated the tumor and where they are located
relative to one another. This work dove-tails with the Sherr lab quantifying immune cells in the
tumor microenvironment. In the Sherr lab work, the numbers of cell types, but not their
geographical location within the tumor, can be determined. The Kuperwasser lab studies are
expected to plug that gap in our knowledge.
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